F(x) = E/({«w + /3})x».
n=0
Several writers (see [l ] for references) have shown that if f(y) satisfies various conditions, then F(x) is not a rational function of x, and some have shown that the circle |x| =1 is a line of essential singularities for F(x). I notice a very simple way of dealing with such questions. The method is really that of Hecke, but its possibilities have not been fully explored. I now prove the Theorem. Let f(x) be Riemann integrable in O^x^l, and let I be any integer. Then as x-^e2hia along a radius from x = 0, (2) F(x)(l -xe-2l*ia) -> e-21"'*3 f f(t)t J 0 !dt. 
F(*)(l -xe-2i"a) -» e-2'"'3 f fit)e2l*«dt.
Jo
Clearly ¡e=»e"**« is a singularity of F(x) if jlfit)e21"' dt ^0. Then P(x)
can be a rational function of x if and only if flf(t)eilrit dt = 0 for all integers I except a finite number of values. Since/(x) is such that for 0 = xiS 1, the Fourier coefficients of fix) exist, we have the usual association of fix) with its Fourier series given by oo N (9) fix) ~ J2 ane2nTix = lim X) ane2nTix.
n-oo AT-»» ".^W It is known [3] that Jlfit)e2Wit dt can be evaluated by term-by-term integration on substituting for/(/) from (9). If the integral is zero, /(/) cannot have a term e~2l"il in (9), and then (3) follows.
It is also clear that, unless (3) holds, the integral cannot vanish for all large I. Then, since {la} is uniformly distributed mod 1, |x| =1 is a line of essential singularities for Fix).
This result also holds if in (9), a" = 0 except when n belongs to an arithmetical progression.
The theorem is easily extended to more general series in which / is a function of several variables. Similar results hold. 00 where ai, a2 are irrational numbers and ßi, ß2 are real numbers. We suppose «i, a2, 1 are linearly independent over the rationals and then the points ({axn-\-ßi\, {a2n-\-ßi)), for n -1, 2, 3, for all fixed integers hi, k¡ not both zero. Lemma 2 is replaced by Lemma 3. If ({gi(n)}, {g2(n)}) is uniformly distributed in the unit square, then if w(h, t2) is Riemann integrable inOúk,húl, (11) lim-£w({gi(n)}, {«,(»)})= I w(h,t2)dtidt2.
AT-»» N n=i J a J 0
In (10), put x = e2*ihal+2*iha*X, where h, h are any integers. The result corresponding to (8) is
